ARC 15 - When the Saints Come - Mission 9 - 11408.12

Summary:  Doctor Raeyld, Commander Damrok and one of the Daconians have beamed back to sickbay aboard the Claymore.  Lieutenant Foster was to return with them, however it seems Usfe has had other ideas.  Foster is now being held by Usfe in an unknown location.   Meanwhile the Captain and CTO have blended into the crowd inside the temple.  Commander Davis's team is still discussing some of the Daconians history with Mosit.  Others in the team look for clues within the old communications station.  Mosit has even suggested to take his people and others that do not worship Usfe away before the Space fragments hit the planet.

************************* Resume Mission ************************

CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@::Walks back to the group.::  CEO:  The ship is preparing for evacuees.  They have not yet given me a time frame.
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
@::Wonders what exactly the rest of the crew has in mind, and how big he would screw it up by unilaterally making a decision here::
CNS Lt Foster says:
$::Attempts to move but can't move more than an inch without hitting the barrier.::
OPS Lt Fong says:
@::Looks around the room they are in at the equipment:: CEO: What is our play here sir?  CSO: Our evac limit is forty-five hundred, and it'll take about twelve hours to beam them up.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
CTO: I thought we would have heard from Commander Davis by now.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
#::Quietly works at scanning the Daconian, while dealing with the unexpected...and almost reluctant...change in her emotions::
TC CPO Butler says:
#*Sickbay*: Please confirm successful beam in? I show a potential error.
CTO Lt Kytides says:
::Nods, glancing surreptitiously around::  CO:  Aye, Captain.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
CTO: Contact Claymore and get a status.  See if his team made it back to the ship safely.
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
@::Scans the Daconians, then looks back to Fong::  OPS: To be honest, I'm not sure. I don't want to commit to something and then have to sell these people out.
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
#::Looks around one more time, not really trusting himself after the disorienting nature of their escape::  *TC*:  This is Damrok.  We don't have Foster.  Do you still have a lock?
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Taps her commbadge::  *CEO*: T'Shara to Davis.
OPS Lt Fong says:
@CEO: I can’t get an answer on whatever this Usfe is...
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
@*CO*: Davis here.
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
@::Nods to Fong, motioning for him to hang on for a moment as he waits for T'Shara to speak::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
*CEO*: Sorry Commander we are having to limit communication as we are trying not to draw to much attention to ourselves.  Usfe has disappeared for now and I haven't heard from Damrok, Raeyld and Foster in a while.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@::Looks from Fong to Davis::  CEO:  .  We might want to begin beaming them up.  Should we succeed, we can always beam them back down.


Usfe says:
$CNS: You will tell me the location of your vessel.  With it I may spread the wisdom of Usfe throughout the galaxy.
TC CPO Butler says:
#*XO*: No lock, I've still got a comm signal, but it is bouncing all over the place...
CTO Lt Kytides says:
::Nods again, tapping his commbadge as if brushing himself off, for all the good disguise does considering they're in uniform::  *XO*:  Kytides to Damrok.  Did you make it back safely?
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
@*CO*: Understood. We're with a group of Daconians here who are decidedly anti-Usfe. They've expressed an interest in leaving the planet before Armageddon. 
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
#::Continues scanning the neural interface as she gradually brings the Daconian back toward consciousness.
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
*TC*:  Contact the bridge if need be, but spare no effort.
Moya says:
#::Opens her eyes slowly with a smile.::
CNS Lt Foster says:
$::Moves his eyes, about the only left he can move back to Usfe.::  Usfe: Pretty sure no one else wants or needs you wisdom.
TC CPO Butler says:
#*XO*: I'll do what I can, but it is like the signal is echoing through a comm relay or bouncing around from place to place.  He isn't in the buffer that is for sure, but I'm not sure that he rematerialized properly.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
*CEO*: Acknowledged.  What are you suggesting Commander?
Usfe says:
$::Moves closer to Foster look him over tilting her head as she does.::   CNS: Do you fear god?  Do you wish to bring god’s wrath down upon you?
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
#::Taps his 'badge twice::  *CTO*:  This is Damrok.  We're here...minus Foster.  Butler's reporting an error with the beamout -- I'm worried Usfe's assault may have interfered with the transport.  Butler has a comm signal, but no lock.  ::Moves toward the entrance to the ward, not wishing to disturb Raeyld as she works, but hasn't been cleared::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
#::Quietly:: Moya: Hello... ::Rests a hand gently on Moya's shoulder, just in case she should try to sit up too quickly::
OPS Lt Fong says:
@::Pauses and looks at the CSO, considering the situation, he then looks around for Mosit::
MO Ens Tevis says:
#::Sees Damrok move away from Raeyld, and steps forward:: XO: Can I help you, Commander?
CTO Lt Kytides says:
::Blinks, glancing around again at that, then to T'Shara::  *XO*:  General location?
Moya says:
#::Smiles.::  CMO: Good day.  Has Usfe brought me home?  ::Moves only slightly.::  I feel so at peace.
TC CPO Butler says:
#::Refines the transporter sensors to target the great hall, scanning for Human lifesigns.::
CNS Lt Foster says:
$::Laughs, glad she is finally saying something else and the conversation can take his mind off being unable to move.::  Usfe:  Are you supposed to be god?
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
#::Smiles briefly::  MO:  I'll need to be examined to return to the bridge at the earliest convenience of the sickbay staff, but Doctor Raeyld's work is a higher priority.  I can do what little I can from here, for the moment.

CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@::Steps back a moment and speaks with Keysar::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
#::With a certain pang of sadness:: Moya: Not quite. Would you like to sit up? ::Moves to help Moya to a sitting position if so desired:: I am Doctor Raeyld, from the Federation starship Claymore.
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
#::Turns slightly away from Tevis for the moment::  *CTO*:  ...Butler didn't indicate one.  If she can narrow it down, I'll let you know.
MO Ens Tevis says:
#::Smiles:: XO: I'm sure I could get you through with a Code Pink, on your way to the bridge.
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
@*CO*: These people live in total fear of Usfe. I don't see the harm in granting their request, if that's really what they want.
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
@::Sighs and shakes his head at Davis' comment, but says nothing::
Usfe says:
$CNS: I am a god.  If you do not fear god then maybe god’s wrath would be more on someone you care more about.  ::Runs her hand along the wall showing a dimly lit lamp with Commander Senn standing within.::   Should I take my wrath out on her?
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
#::Turns back again::  MO:  Of course -- thank you.  ::Makes his way to the nearest open biobed and has a seat::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
*CEO*: How many Daconians are you talking about Commander?
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@::Listening to his report, she frowns and turns back to the others.::
OPS Lt Fong says:
@::Notices that he seems to be unsupervised, and moves towards the communications equipment.::
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
@::Looks around for Mosit, but settles for Senn::  CSO: Commander, can you find out how many Daconians are part of this group?
TC CPO Butler says:
#*XO*: I've narrowed his location down to the Grand Hall, but I can't do any better than that, and short of beaming the whole thing up...
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
#::Tilts her head, a little confused, but gestures to the door:: XO: We can do it in the turbolift, Commander.  ::Picks up her bag::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Looks around at the worshippers coming and going from the temple::  *CEO*: Is there someone there you are dealing with who appears to be in charge?
CNS Lt Foster says:
$::Does his best to hide his shock and fear.::  Usfe:  Why do you think I'd care more for her then myself?
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
#*TC*:  Understood.  I'll let the captain know.
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
@*CO*: Yes. He has a small following here, though I'm not sure that this is the total group or not.
Usfe says:
$CNS:  Because I can feel your fear for her.   Your thoughts drift to hear she is safe from harm.
CTO Lt Kytides says:
*XO*:  Aye, Sir.  ::Looks to the Captain, not sure what she managed to catch in between her own discussion with Davis::  CO:  Foster didn't make it to ship, Captain, interference with beamout.  No lock, no good idea of where he is.
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
#*CTO*:  Butler has narrowed the location to the Great Hall, but she can't be any more specific.  Seems like it would be quite hazardous to go in there, but I'm going to get Golarex to put together a clearance and extraction plan as a contingency.
Moya says:
#CMO:  I don’t need to sit.  I am wonderful right here.  Usfe has touched me and I can feel her arms around me.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
*CEO*: Would he be willing to meet with a few of his people aboard the Claymore to discuss evacuation and Usfe.
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
@*CO*: I think so.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@::Moves to join Fong to bounce off an idea.::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
#::Inhales through tight lips, but remains quiet:: Moya: All right, then. What is your name?
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@OPS:  I have a thought.  Tell me what you think.
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
@::Turns and looks around or Mosit::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Her attention drawn away for a moment as Kytides gives her an update.::  CTO: I have to agree with Damrok it would be dangerous for you and I to try and find him without an exact location.  What is the expression needle in a haystack.  ::Raises an eyebrow::
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
#MO:  I'd rather stay here to get any updates from Doctor Raeyld firsthand.
CNS Lt Foster says:
$Usfe:  She can take care of herself, just because you can sense my thoughts doesn't make you an all powerful god, just delusional with some neat tricks.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
CTO: But I don't like the idea of leaving one of our people either.
Moya says:
#CMO:  My name is Moya.  A devote follower of Usfe the wise.
MO Ens Tevis says:
#XO: Of course. ::Moves to the biobed and begins the scans:: This'll go even faster, then.
Usfe says:
$::Smiles looking over Foster.::  CNS: Where is your vessel?  Tell me and I will spare her.
OPS Lt Fong says:
@::Looks up slightly startled from whatever he was doing to the tower's communications gear.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@OPS:  According to sensors, there are no major sources of energy on this planet, meaning none that are higher than others.  However, there is one area, where there is none.  ::Motions with her hand in this area.::  Senors show the power cables from the mainland have corroded.
CTO Lt Kytides says:
::Nods at that, and at the addendum::  CO:  Aye, Captain.  Could always scout the area if time isn't better spent elsewhere.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
#::Can't quite bring herself to reply with any typical pleasantries like, "That's nice," or "Pleasure to meet you," so just presses forward:: Moya: Moya, what is the last thing you remember before waking up here?
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@OPS:  They have never seen Usfe here.  What if, she cannot come here because she has no conduit?
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
@::Observes Mosit couched in a group of Daconians; he heads over to him::
OPS Lt Fong says:
@::Raises an eyebrow:: CSO: I was under the impression that she couldn't get here due to the makeup of the stone.
Moya says:
#CMO:  A bright light.  Fellow Daconians running towards me.  Then peace.

CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@OPS:  Just as my idea is a thought, so is theirs.  Remember, they know nothing of her.  And yet, she sounds very much like a computer generated entity, a holo if you will, very similar to one discovered many years ago by the Enterprise.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
#Moya: And where were you when this happened?
CO Capt T’Shara says:
CTO: Do you know where the Great Hall is Lieutenant?
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
@Mosit: Our superior would like to invite you to our ship to discuss your situation here. 
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
#::Nods once, his thoughts clearly elsewhere, then sees the man he wants to talk to anyway::  MA:  Senior Chief.  ::Waves him over::
CNS Lt Foster says:
$::Smiles.::  Usfe:  Build yourself a big rocket, strap yourself to it and point it at the sun, ::Pauses.::  Or was it the moon, I can never remember.
Moya says:
#CMO: I was...  ::Pauses and begins to frown.::  I was..   Oh.   No.  No no.,,, ::Her eyes begin to roll back as her body begins to seizure.::
CTO Lt Kytides says:
CO:  Aye, Captain.  That was where we were before.  ::Nods his head slightly in the general direction, though it ends up mostly at a wall, considering they're still in the temple::
OPS Lt Fong says:
@::holds his head slightly, then motions to the communications equipment:: CSO: If they sent the signal with this gear then they had power, if they had power then, following your train of thought she could enter here and prevent them from sending the signal.  We are having issues scanning through the rock, so I'd say that it is a geological issue.
MO SCPO Golarex says:
#::Looks over, rousing himself from guard duty and moving over to Damrok at a quick clip::  XO:  Yes sir?
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@OPS:  I did not say they did not have power.  I said they did not have power from the mainland, a conduit to move to this place.
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
@::Waits patiently for Mosit to respond::
Mosit says:
@CEO: I would be happy to come with you.
MO Ens Tevis says:
#::Finishes her scans:: XO: All right, Commander, you're cleared.
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
@::Nods::
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
@*CO*: Captain, they are willing to meet.
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
#MA:  Have someone relieve you, and gather as many personnel as you need in the armory.  I need you to put together a plan to safely clear the Great Hall on the surface to extract Foster, if he is present.  You'll be on standby as a last resort, but...  ::Looks away a moment::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
#::Immediately reacts, working to stabilized Moya, and applying anti-seizure hypo::
Usfe says:
$::Nods.::  CNS: I understand.   ::Walks slowly away.::  Outloud: Bring me the visitor called Senn.  Leave no one else alive so Usfe Commands.
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
#MA:  ...I have a feeling we'll need some kind of operational support at some point, so now is as good a time as any to get ready for it.  ::Looks back::  And in your planning, please include me as a point man on one of your fire teams.  If we need to go back, I'll be going along.  ::Nods once::

XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
#::Allows a smile again::  MO:  Thank you for your attention, Doctor.  ::Stands from the biobed and moves over toward Raeyld::

@ACTION:  Large humming noises can be heard from above.   Moving closer and louder.

OPS Lt Fong says:
@::Shrugs slightly:: CSO: I don't know.  We could guess...::Pauses and looks upward::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@::Her eyes go upward and instinctively she moves toward the wall.::
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
@::Drags his attention from the CSO/OPS conversation and looks up::
Moya says:
#::Wakes back up screaming.::  They took me.  They took my family.  Where is my daughter?
CNS Lt Foster says:
$::Hopes she bluffing but he couldn't give her access to the Claymore.::  Usfe:  Not much of a god if you can't just take care of it yourself, shouldn't you be able to, I don't know wiggle your nose or something and get what ya want.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@::Snaps out her tricorder and scans.::
MO SCPO Golarex says:
#::Nods quickly at that, mind already working and feet already poised to move::  XO:  Yes sir.  ::Moves away, tapping his commbadge as he heads toward armory, motioning the rest of the team to stay::
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
#::Stops short as there is clearly some commotion around the doctor, and waits, only moving alongside as the woman screams::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Motions to Kytides to wait just a moment::  *CEO*: Understood.  Contact Claymore and let them know how many are beaming up.  Your team is welcome to stay or can beam back to the ship.  You might want to be a part of the discussion since you have had the most dealing with them.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
#::Releases a held breath as Moya stabilizes, and holds her shoulders firmly, but gently:: Moya: Moya. Moya! You're on Claymore...We're here to help. I need you to talk with us.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Turns to Kytides::  CTO: Sorry Lieutenant.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@CEO:  Incoming.  Four large rotary craft each with eighteen lifesigns.
Usfe says:
$CNS:  You may be right.  And I will be there shortly.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@::Looks toward Sky::  CEO:  The are coming in low and will be here in about two minutes.
CTO Lt Kytides says:
::Nods silently, unconcerned about that::
Moya says:
#::Reaches up grabbing Raeyld shirt.::  CMO:  They took her.  They took us.  A large group of security.  They took us.

$ACTION:  Usfe vanishes.

CO Capt T’Shara says:
CTO: Davis and his team have managed to find Daconians that are against Usfe and they want to meet to discuss what has been happening and their escape from Usfe and this planet.
OPS Lt Fong says:
@::Listens to the hum of the craft, then sighs and looks around at the communications equipment again:: Aloud: I wonder...CSO: Two minutes you say?

CEO Cmdr Davis says:
@Mosit/CSO: What are these rotary craft..?
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@::Looks at Mosit for an answer.::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
#::Makes no move to detach herself from Moya, instead acting as a subconscious rock and anchor, bleeding security:: Moya: Okay. Where you were? Who else did they take? We saw others where we found you...maybe they were your family.
CNS Lt Foster says:
$::Curses as Usfe disappears.::
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
@OPS: Contact Claymore. Have them standby to beam us up, plus Mosit.
Mosit says:
@Outloud:  All get the weapons ready and take your positions.   ::Grabs a rifle.::  CEO:  Security teams.   Usfe's army.  They found us.
CTO Lt Kytides says:
::Nods again, dissecting that information for a quick moment::  CO:  Possible they might know of where Foster might be kept, too, or details about Usfe.
OPS Lt Fong says:
@CEO: I'll try, but I don't think they can beam us through this rock.
MO SCPO Golarex says:
#::Having finished his commbadge conversation with another security member while moving, slips into a turbolift, headed toward the armory and already tapping the badge again::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@CEO:  We need to get topside.
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
@Mosit: If we can get to the surface, we can return to our ship.
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
@::Hears Senn::  Mosit: But we need to go -now-.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@::Moves toward the door, switching her tricorder for her weapon.::
CNS Lt Foster says:
$::Glances around the room he was in looking for anything that he might be able to use though not really holding out much hope since he couldn't move anyway, he just had to do something.::
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
@::Draws his weapon, watching Davis for the lead::
OPS Lt Fong says:
@::Looks around and sighs:: *Claymore* Prepare for beam out of away team plus one.

@ACTION:  A large blast strikes meters from the building shaking the structure and bring dust down on from the ceiling above.

CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@::Coughs as debris is breathed in.::
OPS Lt Fong says:
@XO: If I could get to the comm gear I might be able to buy us some time.
Mosit says:
@Outloud: No I can’t leave these people here.  I have to stay and help them.
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
@::Tilts his head down with the blast and shaking, then draws his weapon::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@::Heads out the door.  They were sitting ducks here.::
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
@::Eyes Mosit for a moment, not sure if he wants to risk his life, or the others', for this::
TC CPO Butler says:
#*OPS*: Negative lock sir, you'll have to get clear.

CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@::Quickly climbs up the stairs.::
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
@Davis:  Which is it, Commander?  Fight or run?
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@::Makes her way to a window to look out.::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
CTO: If we hurry we may have time to checkout the Great Hall before we have to beam out.
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
@::Let's go of a big internal 'god damnit'::  CAG/OPS/CSO/MO: Draw your weapons, if you have them. 
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
#::Makes no move to detach herself from Moya, instead acting as a subconscious rock and anchor, bleeding security:: Moya: Okay. Where you were? Who else did they take? We saw others where we found you...maybe they were your family.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
CTO: But, we need to hurry Lieutenant.  We don't have a lot of time.
CNS Lt Foster says:
$::Attempts to move again but is only able to move an inch or so anywhere without hitting the field.::
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
@::Give a grim smile::  Davis:  I'll take that as fight.
OPS Lt Fong says:
@::Looks at the CEO and nods:: Mosit: Take me to the tower's control center, or wherever the transmission equipment is.
CTO Lt Kytides says:
::Nods, moving toward the door with his best attempt at seemingly unhurried haste, at least until they can clear the people in the temple::  CO:  Aye, Captain.

@ACTION:  Another missile strike against the wall.   The impact throws Senn across the room.  She hits the floor as debris rains down on her.

CAG Cptn Hawk says:
@::Takes cover behind a handy pillar::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Steps around the corner and out the door of the temple.  As soon as they are clear of the people she begins to run making her way for the Great Hall.::
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
@::Looks to Mosit, suddenly feeling a much needed burst of adrenaline::  Mosit: What's the best strategy here? I don't plan on dying today.
Usfe says:
@::Appears near the communications building.::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@::Finding herself once again being flung backwards from a blast, she goes slightly limp.  At impact, she covers her head instinctively.::
CNS Lt Foster says:
$::Glances down and sees a glint off his commbadge, his eyes flicking from in to the energy barrier, unsure of what would happen if he pushed it up against it.::
CTO Lt Kytides says:
::Breaks into a sprint mirroring T'Shara's, mind going over the general layout of the Great Hall that they saw before things went wrong::
TC CPO Butler says:
#::Sees the flicker of the CSO's signal coming into the transporter's scanners:: *CSO*: Transporter lock achieved.  Ready to beam up ma'am?
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Ringing in her ears, she barely catches the request.::  *TC*: Wait a moment... keep the lock.


Mosit says:
@::Keep our teams down here we fight from the opposite door get them as they come in.  We have another route out if it gets bad through some caves and out into the shore line.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
*CO*: Senn to T’Shara.
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
@::Nods::  
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::The Great Hall comes into view as she rushes to the doors.  Pausing in the doorway as her commbadge sounds.  Pressing the badge.:: *CSO*: T'Shara here go ahead.
Usfe says:
@::Passes through the open wall and looks around at the person on the ground.::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
*CO*:  Captain, we are under attack.
CNS Lt Foster says:
$::Not sure what might happen but doesn't see any other options available to him and he didn't like the idea of just waiting there until Usfe came back, he shift his body and pushed the commbadge against the energy field.::
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
@CAG: I think you know the drill. Blast anyone who comes through this door to kingdom come::
Usfe says:
@Outloud:  Senn...   ::Begins to walk slowly towards her.:
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@*CO*:  Outnumbered.  And unable to beam out do to the rock structure.  Well, the others are not.  I am.
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
@CEO:  Roger that.  ::Turns::  Oh...  and Commander?  Try not to die this time.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
*CSO*: Get out of there Senn.
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
@::Adjusts his phaser's power settings::  CAG: When you get used to it, Mr. Hawk, it's really not so bad.  ::Moves towards the hatch::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@::Looks over toward a stranger and frowns.  Lifting her weapon.::  *TC*:  Beam me out.
TC CPO Butler says:
#*CSO*: Energizing. ::Beams the CSO up.::
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
@::Mutters::  Sure...  you don't have to be on the rescue team.

$ACTION:  The gold Starfleet badge strikes against the energy field.   Massive quantities of energy enter the badge and flow into Foster.  The smell of melting electronics and burning fabric fill Fosters nose.

CTO Lt Kytides says:
::Grimaces and bites back a curse rather roughly before tapping his own commbadge while running, just in case news hasn't made it up to the ship::  *XO*:  Other ground team under heavy attack, Sir.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Taps her commbadge::  *XO*: T'Shara to Damrok.  Davis' team under attack.
CNS Lt Foster says:
$::Screams as the energy begins to coarse through his body.::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Enters the Great Hall cautiously looking around.::

@ACTION:  As the energy builds up it shorts the main console and the power grid in the room fails, but no before throwing Foster clear of the energy chamber, through the wooden door and into the next room.  Foster struggles to catch his breath as the wind is knocked out of him.

XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
#*CO/CTO*:  If they need reinforcements, we have teams on standby.

@ACTION:  AS Usfe closes in on Commander Senn the familiar blue beam appears swiftly taking Senn back to the Claymore.   However Usfe disappears as well........

******************************* Pause Mission **********************************
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